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1 St. Matthew's Court
Washington, D.C.

January 19, 1939

Marriner S. Eccles, Esq.
Chairman, Federal Reserve Board
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Eccles:

As were many other liberals, I was very pleased to read
your recent remarks on fiscal policy, particularly those in
debate with Senator Byrd. Therefore, I could hardly resist
some comment en the editorial appearing in the Washington
Daily Nev̂ s in regard to your statements. I addressed tne
following letter, not with intent to heckle, but with the
slight hope of educating:

"Mr. John T. O'Rourke
Managing Mitor
Washington Daily News

Dear Sir:

This isn't a letter to your columns in order
that I may spread my views before the public.
Rather it's a conversational criticism of your
editorial in today's paper headed "Eccles" and
directed to the gentleiuan who wrote it. Since
that individual seems to be an amiable person not
hell bent on demolishing Mr. Eccles or Mr. Roose-
velt or those of kindred ilk who agree on a some-
what novel expression of economic theory I should
like with similar friendliness of attitude to
suggest criticisms without being taken as intend-
ing to insult the intelligence and good faith of
ye ed.

May I say that the editorial writer seems
to be suffering from two ailments rather frequent
among political commentators? The first is semantics
trouble and the second seems to be a failure to
understand that economic truths can, and indeed do,
change with time. The paragraph in which he indicates
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the verities suggests his semantics trouble. A
burnt child may indeed dread the fire. But another
burnt child may not. Ye ed may recall the attitude
of himself and friends toward the stock market in
this regard. And he may also see the inappropriate-
ness of certain psychological conditionings such as
•The dog that is conditioned well, slavers when you
ring a bell1 to economics. I think the redundant
character of the other truisms, offered, I realize,
in a spirit of mirth, will be apparent to ye ed.

For semantics trouble there is to be prescribed
a careful dosage of Stuart Chase's Tyranny of Words
followed, as the case requires, by certain of his
source books. These tomes should indicate the danger
of arguing the validity of one alleged truism—such
as one in economics—from another assumed truism—
perhaps in mathematics or 'common knowledge1.

YJho can doubt that the writer is correct in
saying that fin the fiscal field income must exceed
outgo if ultimately there is to be economic health1?
But I am quite sincere in asking ye ed in what fiscal
field what kind of income must exceed what kind of
outgo when? He will no doubt realize the importance
of the time element in recalling many instances of
early individual or corporate business life when outgo
greatly exceeded income with the idea, and realization,
that future income might exceed outgo. It is perhaps
more difficult to realize the importance of knowing
exactly what income you are talking about. The
editorial writer seems, tho perhaps I misunderstand
him, to be thinking in terms of domestic economics
in which he understands quite well that trouble and
disrepute will come to that family which lives too
long beyond its income. I hope the idea is not shock-
ing that when the nation as a whole is considered,
there is nothing unhealthy in all aebts equalling all
credits—for the simple reason that just as two and
two equal four, this is only another way of saying the
same thing. And I hope your writer will not consider
me unreasonable in asking whether there is any essential
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difference between !debt' owed by the government for
money used in adding to the national wealth of health
and public works and conservation and !capital raised1

by a 'private corporation1 for some of these same
purposes?

Since Mr. tccle^s contributions to modern economic
theory seem a little too much for your editor, may I
suggest that he will no doubt find exceedingly interest-
ing for himself and also valuable as a part of his
public duty as a public commentator a recent small
volume by some Harvard and Tufts economists, An economic
Program for American Democracy. The book rounds out
and discusses at length the doctrines which Mr. .bccles
ably, but seemingly for your writer unconvincingly,
expounded•

Yours very sincerely,

PHILANDLR CLAXTOK, JR."

Sincerely,

Department of Justice.
1

Zim '
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January 26, 1939.

Mr. Philander Claxton, Jr.,
1 St. Matthew's Court,
Washington, D. C ,

Dear ILr. Claxton:

I wish to acknowledge and thank you
for yours of January 19 containing your recent
letter to the managing editor of the Washington
Daily News and taking him to task for the recent
editorial denouncing my letter to Senator Byrd.
I was particularly impressed with your pointed
analysis of the meaning of tne maxim quoted in
the editorial "in the fiscal field income must ex-
ceed outgo if ultimately there is to be economic
health". This analysis was very effectively sug-
gested by your question, "in what fiscal field
what kind of income must exceed what kind of out-
go when?" If the editor makes an honest attempt
to answer those questions he will see the complete
error of his argument in the editorial referred to.

You might be interested to know that
this same editorial which was syndicated in the
Scripps-Howard papers has evidently brought forth
a considerable volume of rebukes judging by the
several copies received by me.

Yours sincerely,

,
M. S. Eccles,-
Chairman.

LC/fgr
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